ABOUT US

- Located in Yerevan, Armenia.

- Created in 1992 as a public organization, the Armenian branch of the Engineering Academy of the USSR and as part of the International Engineering Academy (IEA).

- The Engineering Academy of Armenia (EAA) unites hundreds of scientists and engineers in various technical fields.

WHAT WE DO

Main Activities

- EAA provides instruction in technical fields and carries out various scientific projects.

- To support the increased interest of students in technical fields, EAA conducts annual scientific and technical conferences for graduate students and young scientists from Armenia.

- EAA also organizes conferences and symposia on technology-related topics such as the latest information technologies, technology for agriculture, nanotechnology, etc.
PARTNERS

The EAA cooperates with the main universities and scientific, industrial and educational structures in Armenia and various international organizations.

Currently, EAA is implementing various scientific projects financed by and in partnership with CRDF, ANSEF, FP7, SCS, etc.

FUTURE PLANS FOR THE ACADEMY

- Translate and localize the Academy Modules.
- Introduce the Academy Modules in Armenia.